1988 volvo 240 wiring diagram

Automotive wiring in a Volvo vehicles are becoming increasing more difficult to identify due to
the installation of more advanced factory oem electronics. One of the most time consuming
tasks with installing an after market car stereo, car radio, satellite radio, xm radio, car speakers,
tweeters, car subwoofer, crossovers, audio equalizer, car amplifier, mobile amp, car amplifier,
mp3 player, ipod or any car audio electronics is identifying the correct color car audio wires for
your Volvo headlight bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also,
find your other car light bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light
and more. The Modified Life staff has taken all its Volvo car radio wiring diagrams, Volvo car
audio wiring diagrams, Volvo car stereo wiring diagrams, Volvo car radio wiring schematics,
Volvo car wiring diagrams and cataloged them online for use by our visitors for free. Our
automotive wiring diagrams allow you to enjoy your new mobile electronics rather than spend
countless hours trying to figure out which wires goes to which Volvo part or component. Use of
the Volvo wiring information is at your own risk. Always verify all wires, wire colors and
diagrams before applying any information found here to your Volvo If you would like to help the
Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio wire
diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Your email
address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would like to
help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new car audio
wire diagram to our resource, please feel free to post it at the bottom of this page. Leave a
Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow Us. Copyright by
ModifiedLife. Last visit was: Tue Feb 23, pm. It is currently Tue Feb 23, pm. Volvo Forum , , , ,
Bertone, , , V90, S I have 3 terminals and only two wiresa attached. I have a third one with a
busted connecter. Is there a ground wire on this alternator or are all three hot? The ground wire
runs from one of the alternator case screws to a bolt close by on the engine. I am doing this
from memory please consult a wireing diagram before you burn out a very expensive alternator.
Now, the one with the busted connector is touching some metal. Will this cause a short in the
system and drain my battery? Nothing else is needed. In some cases I have seen a white-red
wire connected to W. In electric drawings it is used in Diesel versions. It could be temperature
feedback from battery, very seldom used. It is actually the ground wire green wire. Now I'm
wondering if the wire not being connected could case a short in the system and discharge the
batery. Is this possible? On the other hand, it must be some reason why it is disconnected. Your
problem has maybe been there for a long time and if a bad capacitor with internal short circuit is
connected, it will discharge the battery. Anyway, a capacitor should be installed, because those
small sparks at the sliprings could destroy the electronic in the charging regulator. Who is
online Users browsing this forum: No registered users and 3 guests. A common problem on
estates wagons is breakdown of the wiring to the rear lights and heated rear screen due to bad
design. The wiring runs around the hinge on the tailgate and eventually wears through. The
connectors were still in place, so I just cut the wires in the appropriate places and patched them
with new wire. I figured I would have to run the new electric wire through the hinges and behind
the tailgate with the assistance of a long, thin piece of non-electric wire. This worked to some
degree, though it was rather difficult getting everything through. The dash lit up like a
Christmas tree when stepping on the brake. I knew that some of the wire had gotten torn in the
process, and knew that I was going about things the wrong way. I knew I had a ground problem.
A couple of days ago, I was impatiently trying to get the torn wires out of the tailgate hinge and
in the process had torn one wire that was larger than the rest. Experience and common sense
told me that this was a ground wire, but I could not find it coming out anywhere either in the
tailgate or the rest of the chassis. I broke down and finally decided to remove the tailgate and
hinges to inspect what had happened to that wire. The back gate chomped my wires. Welcome
to Volvo news, help and DIY fixes. Joining is always free! In short, removing the tailgate and
hinges is not a difficult job. In all probability, doing so will probably save you time, money and
patience if you decide to perform this wiring repair. I fed the wires down the side of the window
and connected up to the relevant posts. Worked fine. Wish I still had that car. Save my name,
email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. Volvo ETM. Codes: to Volvos.
Codes: s Volvos. Volvo Air Conditioning. Volvo Fuel Economy. Volvo Transmissions Guide.
Volvo Four-C Suspension. Volvo paint codes. Volvo Parts Online. Volvo VIN Search. Volvo
Platforms. P2 Platform. SPA Platform. CMA Platform. Actual Tools. Your Forum Posts. Volvo
Classifieds. V90 Cross Country. XC90 S40 and V Using MVS. MVS Contributors. How to Register
for the Volvo Forum. What to Do After Registration. How to Post a Photo. New Here? Need
Help? The History of MVS. Advertise on MVS. Contact Matthew. Give Back to MVS. MVS
Philosophy. Making Your Volvo Faster. Volvo History. How the Series Saved Volvo. History of
the Volvo 5 Cylinder. Care by Volvo? Volvos with CarPlay Start here. There are Volvo forum
users online now. See the forum's active topics. Say hi contact Matthew. Maybe notâ€¦

WorldPac. Are you in Philly, is this car for sale. Related Posts. Go to mobile version. From a
simple tire switch to modifying your fuel filtration are available in video form. These video clips
will require you through each part in generating the restoration and could save you some time
and the expense of using it to a auto mechanic. When taking your vehicle to some repair
assistance, ensure that you have got all documentation convenient. This will be significant as
you do not want the technician to perform tasks that have already been performed in your
automobile. This could save you considerable time and money along with your repair. In this
handbook, you will discover a great deal of suggestions that can get the auto back in gear and
save you a trip to the mechanic. Repairing problems by yourself can assist you within both a
sensible and financial feeling. Take notice of the gauges and problems lighting fixtures in your
cars dash. Discover how to understand the signs of your automobile which is overheating,
lower on gas or not recharging the battery. Knowing which of those signs require instant
interest can protect against problems for your car and help save cash over time. Keep a number
of containers of every fluid in the trunk area of your auto in case there is emergencies.
Understand the right air flow pressure of the auto auto tires and put money into an aura
compressor. Look at your wheels frequently whilst keeping them correctly inflated by yourself.
Having the capability to try this on your own frequently can save you funds when it comes to
deterioration and typical maintenance. If you are likely to resolve your own personal vehicle on
your own. You need to have electrical wiring diagram. Obtain the proper electrical wiring
diagram to your auto specific for the demands. Download the wires diagram for Volvo Wiring
Diagram here. Popular Posts. Recent Search Terms. On this page you can find the service
manual for the Volvo , and Volvo Bertone Coupe. These service manuals will help you to repair
your Volvo , or , fix some small things, service the car and how to install accessories and
upgrades. Also included are the service bulletins and service hints by Volvo. Instead of a
downloadable PDF I created online Flash-version sort of e-book of all Volvo-manuals and
catalogs which can be browsed through in your webbrowser. Some other repair manuals are a
HTML-version. To view the Volvo series servicebooks and Volvo series greenbooks just click on
the links below so you can watch them instantly! Please note : a lot of parts and components of
the Volvo , and are shared with the Volvo and , and the Volvo and also S90 and V Some of the
repair manuals below are of a Volvo series or series but can be used for the Volvo series as
well. In this group you can find info about the service interval, checklists and which oil and
other lubrication is needed for your Volvo or Volvo and series 7. Volvo and series scheduled
services. Volvo B17 â€” B23 fuel system for carburatetted engines service manual Volvo BK
idling compensation. Bosch K-Jetronic instruction manual. Volvo late type, 4-cylinder and
vacuum diagrams. The Volkswagen D24 6-cylinder diesel engine of the Volvo was also used in
the Volvo , , and For some markets there was also a 5-cylinder engine available the D20 diesel
engine which was exactly the same engine but with one cylinder less. These service manuals
describes the D20 5-cylinder diesel engine without turbo , D24 6-cylinder diesel without turbo ,
the D24T 6-cylinder diesel engine with turbo and the D24TIC 6-cylinder diesel engine with turbo
and intercooler. This group contains the electrical components of the Volvo series cars. Volvo
wiring diagrams modelyear and later. Volvo and wiring diagrams. Volvo , , and ECU application
overview. Just like the rest of the service manual: a lot of the parts of a Volvo series car is
shared with the Volvo series and series. This group is about the braking system of the Volvo ,
and It covers the repair of the brakes, changing brake pads, brake discs and calipers, replacing
the brake servo and master cylinder, how to bleed the braking system and several other fixes of
the brakes. Volvo and series airco compressor check. Disclaimer: Volvotips has the exclusive
courtesy of Volvo Car Corporation and Volvo Cars Heritage to publish the Volvo Greenbooks
service manual , parts catalogs and other Volvo-material and publications. Commercial use and
publishing at other websites of these items is prohibited. You must be logged in to post a
comment. Amazon parts book P parts catalog parts book parts catalog parts manual parts book
parts catalog parts catalog parts catalog. Search for:. Volvo Wiring Diagram Pdf â€” There are
several how-to video tutorials that one could choose for auto repairs. Anything from a
straightforward wheel switch to altering your fuel filtration system can be obtained from video
clip form. These video clips will take you through every step in producing the maintenance and
will save you time and the expense of using it to some auto mechanic. When using your
automobile to some fix support, make certain you have got all paperwork handy. This is very
important as you may not want the technician to perform duties that are actually performed on
your own car. This can help you save considerable time and funds with the fix. With this
manual, you will discover a great deal of tricks and tips that will buy your automobile directly
into items and help save a vacation to the auto technician. Correcting problems on your own
may help you within both a functional and monetary feeling. Take notice of the gauges and
problems light
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s on your own automobiles dash. Learn to acknowledge the signals of any automobile that may
be overheating, lower on gas or not charging you the battery. Realizing which of those signs
need instant focus can prevent harm to your car and save you income in the end. Have a few
containers of every water from the trunk area of your respective automobile in case of crisis
situations. Fully familiarize yourself with the appropriate air stress of your respective auto tires
and invest in an air compressor. Examine your wheels regularly whilst keeping them correctly
higher all by yourself. Being able to accomplish this your self consistently could save you
dollars with regards to wear and regular upkeep. Should you be likely to repair your personal
automobile on your own. You need to have wiring diagram. Get the correct electrical wiring
diagram for your automobile stipulated for that requirements. Download the wires diagram for
Volvo Wiring Diagram Pdf here. Popular Posts. Recent Search Terms.

